
 

Industry Profile: Carlos Keyes 

— By Stephanie Friedman 

Carlos Keyes has been spending the past two years working as the sole international agent for the Agency for the 

Performing Arts (APA) and running his own New York based Red Entertainment Group. Now he is directing all of his 

energies as president of Red. 

  

Born and raised in New York City, Carlos Keyes has always followed his musical dreams, first as an artist in the late 

'80's, then as part of the successful pop/dance Latin freestyle duo Babie & Keyes. "We were big in the dance music 

scene of the late 80's," Carlos says. "At that time I was working for the great producer Arthur Baker under his label. I 

was the lead singer and songwriter of the group. Followed by stints behind the scenes as producer, mixer 

and hitmaker for several major labels, Carlos became a booking agent. 

  

Carlos got his first taste of the music industry while working at Pyramid Entertainment Group in New York. Armed 

with a degree in computer science, he started out in 1993 as Sal Michaels' assistant, working his way up to a full time 

agent. Within two years, he was booking all the international gigs for Gladys Knight, Chaka Khan, Kool and the 

Gang, Men At Work, KC & The Sunshine Band, Manhattan Transfer, Sister Sledge, The Commodores, Jeffrey 

Osborne, MC Lyte, Take 6, Peabo Bryson, and Jeffrey Osborne. 

  

In 2000, needing room to grow, and wanting to book other artists and develop his own tours, Carlos moved on and 

became a partner at the Artists & Audience agency, booking rock-oriented acts along with R&B. After a year there 

"with things in flux, a standstill," he says, Carlos formed American Talent Agency with an associate, Peter Seitz from 

his Pyramid days. 

  

After several years of honing his booking skills, Carlos left ATA to go solo and founded Red Entertainment Group in 

March 2002. "I was driven by a clear vision and specific goals and felt it was time to branch out and run my own 

company," he says. "Red has more than lived up to my dreams of what an agency should be. Red is much more than 

a booking agency. We have taken on a lot of management duties for the artists and have worked with the artists to 

continue to develop their careers. Now I finally have the freedom to diversify. At Red we do what's right for our artists. 

I've a personal hands-on relationship with every artist on our roster. When an artist signs on with us, they become part 

of the Red team of agent, artist and manager. 

  

"I owe it to my artists to give them 500% because they trust me with their careers," he continues. "They can reach me 

24/7. I understand what it's like to be an artist, and now I'm seeing and living it from the other side. At Red our roster 

is more established talent, such as Dionne Warwick. We don't sign flavor-of-the-month acts. Our artists are not hit 

dependent. Our acts are legends, all great performers. They can work for as long as they want, whenever and 

wherever, anywhere in the world." Dionne Warwick, The Gap Band, Cameo, JT Taylor (formerly of Kool and The 

Gang), The Bar-Kays and KC & The Sunshine Band are some of the acts represented by Red. 
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A good example of Carlos' creative vision was the sold out Soul Divas Tour in July 2004, where Whitney Houston, 

Natalie Cole and Dionne Warwick played to SRO crowds in Europe. Also in the works is another of Carlos' concepts: 

Dionne's Solid Gold Christmas Tour set for December 2004. 

  

In addition to running Red Entertainment, from 2003 to the fall of 2004, Carlos partnered with the Agency of the 

Performing Arts (APA) to handle their international bookings. That relationship ended on September 30. Now with so 

many upcoming plans on his plate for Red, Carlos says he needs to direct the energies of his agency to his own 

projects, but will continue to work with APA in the future. "I still have a great relationship with all the wonderful people 

at APA, so the in the future we will do some specific projects together," he says. 

  

Early next year Red Entertainment will be bringing to America the first U.S. tour of the smash South African hit show, 

"UMOJA." "I negotiated a deal with PBS to air this exhilarating family musical this December. The show features over 

30 dancers, original music and show stopping numbers." Already selling out in London's West End where it played 

for more than a year, "UMOJA" also toured Europe and Australia to sell out crowds. 

  

Carlos, married to a redhead (his favorite color, thus the name "Red") and the father of two young children, says, "I 

can't wait to get up in the morning and get to work. There's nothing like the satisfaction of doing a good job for my 

artists." Who could disagree? 


